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THE

Concept development and design principles
for a new physical tool for immersive experience
and digital performance makers.

Written by E.H.H - Eirian Soar, Harry Silverlock and Harrison Willmott of the MAVR, UWE and Bristol VR Lab.
With initial input from Annette Mees of the Royal Opera House Audience Labs and advice from Tom Metcalfe of Thomas Buchanan.
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OUR INDUSTRY PARTNERS
The brief for this project was written by Annette Mees of the Royal Opera House Audience Labs, Tom Metcalfe of Thomas Buchanan Design Studio and Verity
MacIntosh, our tutor and Programme Lead for the MA VR. Initially we pitched three ideas to the partners in response to their brief which they then picked the
one they thought was most appropriate to explore.

ANNETTE MEES - Royal Opera House Audience Labs
Annette Mees is the head of audience labs at the Royal Opera House in London, a new department which will be experimenting with immersive technology
opening up new experiences for audiences. Annette has worked with diverse partners across sectors including Tate Britain, the United Kingdom Parliament,
Ogilvy, WIRED Magazine, British Council, The National Theatre of Wales, SJ01 San Jose Biennale, Nesta, and several UK universities. She enjoys bringing
together interdisciplinary teams that normally do not work together.
Annette consulted us in the early stages of this project, helping us to choose the ‘Opera Glass’ design above our two other pitches and kickstarting our development process with some advice based on VR experiences currently being developed at the Royal Opera House.

TOM METCALFE - Thomas Buchanan Design & Innovation Studio
Tom Metcalfe is the Creative Director of the Thomas Buchanan Design and Innovation Studio in Bristol. Along with Creative Technologist Peter Beennet the
studio is committed to creating things people want. The studio specialises in human-centred design and prides itself on crafting great experiences, working
across the physical, digital and physical-digital.
Tom consulted with us throughout the project and helped guide our thought process towards this document as well as providing some useful design insights.

VERITY MACINTOSH - UWE MA VR
Verity McIntosh a Senior Lecturer and Programme Lead for our course; the Virtual and Extended Realities Masters at UWE Bristol. From 2011 - 2018 Verity was
Managing Producer at the Pervasive Media Studio. She curated a vibrant mix of projects and events and works closely with a community of over 100 Studio residents, including artists, creative companies, technologists and academics. As a creative producer she worked with the teams and individuals to develop, expand
and realise their ideas.
Verity helped us sound out our ideas and has supported us both logistically and emotionally throughout the project.
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THE BRIEF & INITIAL RESEARCH
THE BREIF IN SUMMARY
“To create a headset prototype that ‘heightens emotions’ and is ‘ transcendent, frameless, unbounded, expressive, delighting, inclusive and empowering’ that draws reference from ‘theatre,
fashion, millinery, interaction design, architecture and dance”.

A note on being ‘immersed’
Despite the Oxford dictionary definition of ‘Immersive’ describing it as “a computer display
or system generating a 3D image that surrounds the user”, the word has been fairly over
used to describe any form of digital performance that uses the affordances of
VR/AR/MR technology. We thought it best to approach this brief with the aim of not
trying to fit ‘Opera’ into ‘immersive’ technology and to design a tool that can fit into the already immersive operatic
space and the existing rituals of immersion required to fully achieve a truly transcendent experience.

Untethered VR headsets
Oculus has been a key player in the Virtual Reality renaissance and with the newly released Oculus Quest raising many heads we have chosen the untethered affordances of
standalone headsets like the Quest and Oculus Go over more ‘advanced’ headsets like the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive Pro, which are required to be tethered to a computer.
The absence of wires and bulky computer meant that there would be less hazards to overcome in a shared or open performance space. Visible technology and wires
often intimidate visitors to digital performances, if they are not accustomed to using this technology and that’s not a great experience for new audiences. The
untethered nature of the Go and the Quest also means that the visitor has more agency to move freely around a performance space and explore a greater sense
of immersion.

AR Technology
‘AR’ or Augmented Reality is a blossoming section of the extended realities industry. By creating a hybrid space between the virtual world and
ours, augmented reality allows the user to enjoy the convergence of culture through different mediums such as theatre. Mobile AR is massively
growing in terms of creative input and business development and shouldn’t be overlooked. It is currently the most accessible and arguably is
making the most mainstream impact in the extended realities sphere.

MR headsets
‘MR’ or Mixed reality headsets, like the Magic Leap are still not quite ready for truly enchanting and immersive experiences in
our opinion. We feel ‘Pass through’ technology on VR headsets like the Oculus Quest show better promise for use in the
digital performance space, much like that of ‘Superimposed Reality’ experiences enjoying success at the moment.

Gathering inspiration & resources
Using the UWE library resources, we drew inspiration for our solution from multi-disciplinary art forms
that often would not meet the digital world, reflecting the current multidisciplinary nature of the immersive experience industry. From performance theatre to architecture; from manufacturing materials to millinery; from set design to historical artefacts. Our ideas ended up being informed
by a ‘too-many-to-name’ multitude of resources from different artists, production processes
and culturally historical practices that have influenced our design and process.
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OUR LIMITATIONS

An idea to pass on
In interpreting the brief we saw various possible ways of completing a project to hand over to the partners in a
manner that was progressive, open ended and fathomable for them to continue the work we have seeded. We
saw it as a logical step to create this document to highlight the design principles for our headset concept and to
not limit ourselves by just creating a set of inflexible blueprints. This way, we foresaw handing off a concept that
was packed full of our insights as immersive experience makers allowing the next stage of prototyping to focus
on the product and experience design that we were unskilled at.

Technological limitations
We dissembled an Oculus Go to strip back to the raw hardware in the hopes of being able to
minimise the amount of product design. However what we discovered was that the design of the
Oculus GO, one of the ‘simplest’ headsets, was still too sophisticated for us to ‘re-house’ the
hardware into a new casing. Although during our teardown of the Go, we discovered a few useful
insights, such as how excess heat from the processor is dissipated via a copper heatsink to the
front plate and the general distance between lens and inner screens.

Time & Budget constraints
Our project had 10 weeks and zero budget to complete. We depended on the in-kind support of
the UWE fabrication lab but only for a limited time since they were due to start moving buildings
over the summer, meaning we potentially had very little support in the actual manufacture of our
prototype. We were optimistic about finding support from third-party production houses in the city
despite the budget deficit.
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OUR SOLUTION & EARLY CONCEPTS
Our Solution - An “Opera Glass” as “Snack VR”
Drawing inspiration straight from a historical tool for enhancing a performance, we’ll design an
‘Opera Glass’ specifically for immersive technology enhanced performances that will be a handle
mounted “Snack VR” mask that houses an untethered
immersive technology headset inside.
We’ll make it part of the design that our Opera Glass can be capable of having both physical
and augmented interchangeable masks or props, tailored to specific performances, mounted
on the front, both giving audiences a sense of being part of the performance and
maximising re-usability.
Our mask will be just one tool amongst the many others to enhance the immersive
experience of performances, as we believe to try and fit operatic experiences inside VR
headset alone is doing both mediums a disservice.
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Inspiration

“THE GAUZE”
Our solution to the brief, we named ‘The Gauze’ because of it’s both physical and digital veil-like nature. Those familiar with
theatre set design will recognise the term, as it’s the primary material used in for the Scrim; which is a thin mesh or cloth that
appears opaque until lit from behind, which in itself evokes connotations to the reality bending that can happen in VR.
The Gauze consists of a central structure or scaffold that houses and hides a number of different immersive technology
headsets, mounted on a height adjustable staff that is flexible enough in places to allow for 6Dof movement yet sturdy enough
to be free standing. The outer layer of this scaffold is designed to be able to mount physical masks, headdresses and props
depending on the experience makers aesthetic for the audience. The Gauze can also double as an object target for Augmented
Reality and Mixed Reality experiences.
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COMPONENTS
The Scaffold & Object target
The scaffold is the main component to the Gauze concept and serves three important functions, firstly it’s the main structure upon
which all the other components rest on, or inside. Secondly, the scaffold is where immersive technology headsets, like the Oculus
Quest can sit and eventually, where any immersive technology can be fully integrated. The design of the scaffold needs to be aware
of any sensors which sit on I/OT headsets, our final iteration was designed around the Quest with wide gaps to allow the Quest’s
tracking cameras to still see the surrounding area. It’s final function and perhaps the most interesting is to act as a ‘stage’ for both
physical and digital headdresses, masks or props to be mounted securely.

We wanted an organic feel to the design and work in vague facial
features to evoke the theatricality of ‘becoming an other’ for the
audience as they done and doff the Gauze.
Part of the production process was to use generative design to
ensure a unique scaffold for every Gauze which would come
in handy when mapping for object targeting.
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COMPONENTS Cont.
The Staff
We chose to settle on the staff to be the main weight
barer for the Gauze, instead of the users head and neck
in most other mainstream headset designs, because it
seemed to be the next logical step from the Opera-glass’
handle.
The Staff also allows the Gauze to be more accessible to
those who can’t necessarily hold objects for long periods of
time.
The Staff would need to have a ball jointed connection to the
Scaffold and a flexible neck portion to allow full 6Dof freedom
for the user with them whacking other audience members in the
shins every time they looked upwards.
The Staff’s base we designed similarly to the SpaceX reusable rocket
landing gear and for additional weighted stability, we recommend
housing additional battery power packs for the Gauze’s immersive
technology either at the foot or very near the base of the staff.
The staff can also be mounted on wheels for an extra degree of efficiency
moving around a performance space.
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COMPONENTS Cont.
The Veil
Through our research of millinery, we felt that by adding a lace or cloth under
layer to the scaffold, it might make it feel more aesthetically pleasing, hiding
the technology better and drawing more connotations to fashion and millinery,
reflecting The Royal Opera House’s reputation for a focus on detail, finesse and
delicacy.

Headset clips
To ensure the immersive technology headsets are secure inside the scaffold,
we’d recommend designing tailored clips that wrap around the geometry of the
existing headsets, perhaps secured or clasped with magnets similar to those
used to attach anti-theft tags to clothes.
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OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
Interchangeable physical Masks
By using the Royal Opera House archive and costume department, the scaffold will be customisable by adding
unique masks to the virtual reality experience. The masks could be unique to the content provided in the experience and give the user a chance to enjoy the history and privilege of being a part of the Opera stories. These
masks attach to the scaffold by using a clasp mechanism.

A note on Hygiene masks
For experiences for the public that will be used on mass, it is important that the headset remains hygienic, therefore we recommend
to use a felt hygiene layer that can be added to the goggles before
every use. These hygiene masks can be customised by printing various
designs on the felt - ideally the material would be not only biodegradable
for sustainability purposes but also good enough quality for the user to
take home as a souvenir of their experience.
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OUR PROTOTYPES
We dissembled an Oculus Go to strip back to the raw technology hardware in the hopes of being able to minimise the amount of unnecessary product design. However what we discovered was the sophisticated design of the Oculus G

FALSE FACE
Our first iteration of the prototype was
basically a plant pot, a layer of felt
and a gardening stick. This was at
the stage when we were thinking of
integrating the technology of pre-existing headsets into the design and
rehousing the hardware. In our user
testing, we tested out the nature of
the headset using only a handle rather
than staff and this brought various
ideas into our final design such as
the detachable hygiene mask.
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MESH
The ‘mesh’ stage of our design process
produced various experimentations
with different designs for a wrap
around headset, The idea was that
this wrap around headset mask can
be connected and disconnected.This
stage also allowed us to start experimenting with a staff rather than just
a handle as we began to consider the
limitations and affordances of having
a multi-accessible headset.

SCAFFOLD
We began to produce various masks in
3D space with the intention of printing
using 3D printers. The more challenging element of this stage was to
ensure that the oculus go could fit inside ‘the scaffold’ (which we were now
calling it). We scanned in the Oculus
Go and used various other techniques
to 3D map the oculus dimensions in
cyberspace for our scaffold to wrap
around.

GAUZE
Our final stage of our prototype is our
‘Gauze’. Our aim for this stage is to
produce a placeholder that the stakeholders can continue to adapt in their
own vision. We have produced a 3D
printed mask shape with the Oculus
Quest in mind as we have left a hole
for the camera for an augmented reality experience to be designed through.
The idea for the Gauze was to act as
a physical theatre tool that can be
inclusive in a story

DEVELOPING THE OBJECT TARGET
The augmented element of the gauze is part of a wider experience. By using the Scaffold
as a 3D recognition tool for augmented visuals, this introduces another accessible form to
the gauze. The AR visuals can be viewed through our own ‘ROH_AugmentedMasks’ app on
android smartphones, or through passthrough video technology in immersive headsets. These
two separate mediums grant the user the freedom to explore the augmented visuals through
either the comfort of their phone or part of shared experience whilst using the Gauze.
The AR element also allows the creator of the experience the option to create either physical
or digital masks for their immersive piece. The digital masks give the creator more freedom
to change the digital augmentation throughout the piece.

The desired object target will need to be scanned to create the augmented visuals.
When scanning, the object must not be a shiny, reflective or transparent surface as
these creates less surface points for the scan to recognise and can interfere with the
quality of the scan.
For the object target to be most compatible and responsive on mobile devices, we
learnt that it needed to be created on Windows for an Android platform. The lighting,
camera quality and image recognition targets on your object target all need to be taken
into consideration to ensure smooth augmentation. A good quality camera, combined
with a bright, well lit space allows the camera to recognise the object target clearly.
Varying image recognition targets, in size, colour and style help the camera to lock onto
them and focus the digital augmentation. Background clutter when scanning and viewing the AR element can affect the quality of the augmentation, a clearer space is better.
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CONTEXT

How can the GAUZE be used for a ROH Performances?

Without AR

With AR

Concept art by Bryn Jones

The GAUZE has been designed for a specific flavour of digital performance and is intended to be a tool to enhance the audiences experience, enabling performances to be augmented. The Gauze is also an
aid the experience maker by in heightening the immersion factor of a performance by hiding the technology behind digital or physical headdresses and giving the audience a greater sense of ‘groupness’ in
the shared experience space.

What experiences can we expect the Gauze to be most suitable for?

Would the immersive technology distract from the classical art form of opera and ballet?

The experiences ideally should be installation/promonade based, ideally for enclosed spaces at festivals for the

“We are living in operatic times”. Opera is an old artform with layers of history, however this does not mean

users to purchase a ticket to. We expect the content to be historical and culturally recognisable opera experienc-

that opera does not have a place in the twenty-first century digital age. New and old audiences are awakening

es for the VR experience. Those without the Gauze wont be able to see the AR content (without a phone) but will

to the potentials of converging old and new culture. By using new storytelling techniqued we can add a new

still understand through the costumes and acoustics that they are a part of an operatic performance.

chapter of Opera and Ballet history.

How does the Gauze evoke a shared experience rather than individual?
It is important to us in our design process to develop a headset that strays from the conventional alternate
realities individual experience and connect the users so they can have a socially collective experience. This is
why we have developed the augmented reality experience in addition to the theatrics of having a costume based
virtual reality experience.
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The Gauze concept tries to encompass a wide variety of situations some all digital, some part digital and
some maybe without any digital elements, the important factor in our idea is that the Gauze can facilitate the
contemporary immersive experience maker in the broadest sense.

ONBOARDING
How can audiences be introduced to the GAUZE?
“Onboarding and Offboarding” are terms used to figure out how best to
lead an audience into an experience in a way that doesn’t break their immersion, make them feel safe, comfortable and open to the experience..
Depending on the audience the experience is for, the onboarding experience will differ in complexity. For a more tech-phobic audience there
will need to be extra measures put in place to ensure the user achieves
the best outcome and will need further facilitating throughout the experience. We aimed to create an onboarding experience that is accessible
and gives agency to the user.
Due to the various complexities in the design and make up of the
headset, the experience will most likely have to be accompanied by an
attendant who will ensure the headset is correctly adjusted, the staff is
at the right height, the hygiene layer is inserted, the mask is protected
and look out for any distress or safety concerns.
By creating a staff that will be prospectively on wheels that the user
can use as 6DOF, the headset becomes an experience that can feature
more immersive content. There is a limit to the manoeuvrability of the
staff; the user can move the staff with their face or with their hands
on the staff. We found in our user testing there is a natural urge to
hold onto the staff which supports the user and makes them feel more
secure in their surroundings - like a VR handrail.
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ACCESSIBILITY
Overview

One of the main priorities of this headset was to create a headset that is empowering and accessible to new
and diverse audiences. We aimed to avoid hair-snagging velcro and elastic strapping speak to the specific
design culture from which they come, that of predominantly white, male, able-bodied, tech-confident people
based in Silicon Valley.

Opportunities for the physically impaired to access the same experience
The staff will have different height adjustment measures to come down to those that are in smaller or
taller than the ‘norm’. There will also be an opportunity to remove the headset from the staff and have
a handheld ‘binocluar opera glass’ style headset that the user can bring up to their faces making the
headset accessible to wheelchair users.

The brief asked us to work positively with elements such as natural hair, hijabs and headscarves but we also
expanded this to different heights, face shapes and limits of those that are physically impaired.

How can this headset be considered inclusive and empowering?

Our thoughts on whether a headset can be universally accessible.

Our headset has the intention of straying from the target audience of white men by using different

By creating a headset that meets to many accessibility needs we have come to a conclusion that there

design techniques and elements that provide a platform for those less willing to access the technology.

is no such thing as a universally accessible headset. In actuality by making the headset accessible to

The design is also a new way for those that don’t fit into the white male physique to experience the

so many different users, each user with different needs sacrifices a level of immersion that could be

content to the same quality (or closer) for those that the headset was initially designed for.

achieved if the headset was made accessible primarily for their accessibility needs.

How does the accessibility of the headset affect immersion?

Different hair types, religion headwear and different head shapes.

Due to the various elements that have been customised and adapted to meet various needs, there will

Because the Gauze is a ‘lift-to-face’ headset, without straps, it should inherently reduce the chance of

be some sacrifices made to the level of immersion, most noticeably the staff and the mixed reality idea

interference with a users hair, head, headwear or eyewear.

of being in virtual space and our physical space simultaneously. This is likely to make the experience a
diluted immersion however it allows those that want more agency in their headset experience by able to
enjoy the piece comfortably.

How does this headset afford the technologically anxious?
As mentioned above the staff is designed to give support to the user ad create a mixed reality experience where the user feels more secure and willing to experience a different world that they have more
control over. The lack of headstrap and instead a mask that the user puts their face into will give further
agency to the user for an easy opt in / opt out relinquishing ideas around claustrophobia and allowing
the user to not ruin their makeup or their hair. The experience is recommended to be facilitated by an
attendant whose role it is to look out for any distress and tend to any technological needs for setup on
the user. These attendants can be costumed to blend in with the experience.
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USER TESTING RESULTS
Round 1 - False Face
User tested among ourselves
• The weight of the overall product needs to be considered to ensure that the user can hold it for long periods of time
• Where would the handle work best - we tried with iterations on the side and the middle but both were equally comfortable
• The weight of headset could be used to your advantage of blocking out light by pressing onto face (using a pivoted handle/ball joint handle)

Round 2 - The Mesh
User tested with our fellow MA VR group
• Manoeuvrability was difficult, perhaps a ball joint or pivot handle for staff (to see full 360 and above and below)
• Adjustable height of staff
• Staff could be on wheels
• The short iteration of the mesh would be beneficial for those designing the interchangeable mask and becomes less of a
hygiene issue
• The full-length mesh would fully immerse you and make you feel less of a spectacle
• Image target can work nicely for experiences that don’t want to design an interchangeable mask
• Weight of headset could be used to your advantage of blocking out light by pressing onto face (using a pivoted handle/ball
joint handle)

Round 3 - The scaffold
User tested with actors for our design concept film
• The adjustable pole made it easier for the actors of different heights to use
• The scaffold was easy to use by a diverse range of people, including different heights, face shapes, hair types etc.

We plan to get feedback from our final iteration of the Gauze on the assessment day.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES WHEN TAKING THIS CONCEPT FORWARD
The Gauze consists of a central structure or scaffold that houses and hides a number of different immersive technology headsets, mounted on a height adjustable staff that is flexible enough in places to allow for 6Dof movement
yet sturdy enough to be free standing. The outer layer of this scaffold is designed to be able to mount physical masks, headdresses and props depending on the experience makers aesthetic for the audience. The Gauze can also
double as an object target for Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality experiences.

The design of the scaffold needs to be aware of any sensors which sit on I/OT headsets,

The object targets can me made ‘invisible’

we felt that by adding a lace or cloth under layer to the scaffold, it might make it feel more aesthetically
pleasing, and the Immersive technology could be hidden as much as possible

The weight of the headsets, gauze and masks can be offset by the staff, additionally extra battery power
can be used to counterbalance the staff.

The gauze should always be made from adaptable components
The Staff would need to have a ball jointed connection to the Scaffold and a flexible neck
When designing digitally enhanced immersive experiences, don’t limit them to be just inside the headset
and if you do, make sure it’s either superimposed onto a physical set or everyone is synced to experience it

The gauze houses clips that wrap around the geometry of the existing headsets

at the collectively.
The gauze is to be made in a way that masks, props, hats, headdresses etc can be attached using both
Keep the gauze as a tool for experience makers, make it open to be adapted

modern and traditional techniques.

It’s not advisable to re-house immersive tech at the moment but as the technology develops and becomes
more accessible, it will be worth it down the line to fully integrate immersive technology.
Spend a good amount of time making sure the experience as a whole works seamlessly with the immersive
technology, users will always look for the cracks.
Make the scaffold face-like, work in vague facial features to evoke the theatricality of ‘becoming an other’

Lattice, manufacture, generative, enchanting, grid, city, transistional, layout, identity, pathway, map, bones, skeleton structure,
stage, sustainable, growing, network, node, bio-architecture, abstract, form, method, process, step, connection, systems,
swarm of agents, temporal, overlay, metagraphy, open, meta-design, meta-object, biomimicry, scaffold, actor, other,
information as material, heatsink,
18

ABOUT E.H.H

EIRIAN SOAR

HARRY SILVERLOCK

HARRISON WILLMOTT

Eirian specialised in graphic design
before joining the Virtual Reality
MA. Her current projects focus on
AR and projection mapping with
the intent of creating accessible,
immersive experiences. She is
particularly interested in inclusive
approaches to design for digital
storytelling that considers a range
of human contexts, bodies and
experiences.

A Berlinale Talent and Locarno
Industry Academy alumni. Trained
as an impact producer at The Scottish Documentary Institute and now
studying Virtual Reality MA at UWE.
His interests are in queer identity
storytelling experienced through
new technologies. He is also the
producer of The Palace
International Film Festival, Bristol’s
queer film festival.

Harrison is a freelance flat media and 360 video
producer and has been working with immersive
technology for the last 2 years in the contexts
of Health, Theatre and Art. He’s a New Talent Immersion Fellow with the SWCTN and is studying
a Masters in Virtual and extended realities at the
BVRL with UWE.
Fascinated by the blurring of fiction and non-fiction CVR could bring to narrative as well as the
unique sense of intimacy immersive technology
is developing.
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